INVITATION
EURO-MAT

SUPPLIERS’ FORUM 2019
FLORENCE (Italy)
Tuesday, 14th Wednesday, 15th May 2019

PRELIMINARY PROGRAM
Tuesday , May 14th 2019
12:00 -

13:15

Arrival of all participants at Grand Hotel Mediterraneo and
Walking lunch

13:15

Welcome speech

13:30 -

15:15

Forum – Individual meetings

15:15 -

15:30

Coffee break

15:30 -

16:00

Key Note Speaker

16:00 -

17:30

Forum – Individual meetings

18:45

Gather at lobby hotel for transfer for
dinner at Restaurant Gilli

19:30 -

20:00

Keynote speaker

20:00 -

23:00

Network Dinner – award and diploma ceremony – transfer
or walk back to hotel
Wednesday , May 15th 2019

09:00 -

10:00

Forum – Individual meetings

10:00 -

10:30

Key Note Speaker

10:30 -

11:00

Key Note Speaker

11:00 -

13:00

Forum – Individual meetings

13:15

Lunch

17:00

City Tour

15:30

PARTICIPATION COSTS
PACKAGE (per person) : 1.250,- € (registration is binding)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accomodation 1 night at the Grand Hotel Mediterraneo
Single room
Conference costs
2 Working lunches
1 Dinner
City tour

FLORENCE

FLORENCE
The Duomo, Florence's Cathedral
The famous cathedral dome dominates the skyline of Florence, with
its eight white ribs against a background of terracotta tiles. Close up
it is so huge as to be quite overwhelming.
The Magnificent Uffizi Gallery
One of the world's top art museums, the Uffizi Gallery houses some
of the most important works of the Renaissance, including works by
Leonardo da Vinci, Giotto, Botticelli and Michelangelo and a large
collection of Greek and Roman sculptures.
The Accademia Gallery
The Accademia houses Michelangelo's David, easily the most
famous sculpture in the world. Once inside, you'll also see
Michelangelo's unfinished and powerful Prisoners, along with works
by Perugino, Giambologna, Botticelli and Alessandro Allori.
The Piazza della Signoria has been the center of political life in
Florence since the 14th century with the prominent Palazzo
Vecchio overlooking the square. It was the scene of great triumphs,
such as the return of the Medici in 1530 as well as the Bonfire of
the Vanities instigated by Savonarola, who was then himself
burned at the stake here in 1498 after he was denounced by the
Inquisition as a heretic. A marble circle inscription on the piazza
shows the location where he was burned.
The Ponte Vecchio, or Old Bridge
Looking for the perfect photo opportunity...or maybe just the most
perfect gold bling to take home as a souvenir of Florence? Ponte
Vecchio is the best place to get both! Connecting the Uffizi to
Palazzo Pitti, this bridge is an everlasting symbol of Florence and
its endurance over natural and manmade disasters.
Santa Maria Novella Church
The decorative marble facade of Tuscany's most important Gothic
church incorporates billowing sails and ostrich feathers (emblem of
the Medici). The church houses immense artistic treasures, donated
by wealthy patrons, many with chapels named after them.
Piazza Santo Spirito: Florence’s Left Bank
Situated in an area called Oltrarno, Piazza Santo Spirito boasts a
lively atmosphere both day & night. Home to markets & fairs, the
square is a meeting point for the young at heart, artists and
intellectuals, both Italian & non. The Piazza looks upon the elegant
Basilica of Santo Spirito, designed by Filippo Brunelleschi.

How to get to Florence by

FLORENCE AIRPORT

The Florence airport (FLR) is called Amerigo Vespucci and is situated on the north-west
outskirts of Florence, just 4 km from the city center. The airport can be reached from the center of
Florence, driving the whole length of Viale Guidoni up to the road leading to the "Firenze Nord/Firenze
Mare" superhighway (A1 and A11).
The center can be reached in about 15 minutes by taxi, and in about 20 minutes with the Busitalia SITA
Nord "Vola in Bus" bus shuttle operating between the airport and the central railway station of Santa
Maria Novella. See below for more details.
The Florence Airport is connected to some of Europe's major airports such as Amsterdam, Barcelona,
Brussels, Bucharest, Frankfurt, Geneva, London Gatwick, Madrid, Munich, Paris Charles de Gaulle and
Vienna. There are also flights to and from the following Italian cities: Bologna, Cagliari, Catania, Milan
Malpensa, Olbia, Palermo, Rome Fiumicino, Turin and Verona.
The airport is also easily reached from other Tuscan cities as it is just off the A11 and A1 Firenze Nord
exit : Prato (8 km), Pistoia (24 km), Montecatini (36 km), Lucca (65 km), Siena (68 km), Arezzo (77 km),
Pisa (86 km), Carrara and Massa (117 km), Grosseto (143 km), as well as from the sea and its ports:
Livorno (115 km) and Piombino (170 km).
For more information, visit the airport's website at: www.aeroporto.firenze.it/

How to get to Florence by
Getting to/from downtown Florence
From the Florence airport, you can get to downtown Florence either with a taxi (read more information
on moving around Florence with a taxi here) or with the special "Vola in Bus" bus shuttle (run by
BusItalia Sita Nord now) that you can take from the airport to the central Santa Maria Novella train
station (SMN). It takes about 20 minutes, sometimes a little more if there is heavy traffic. The service
runs daily, including Sundays and holidays.
Departures from the airport are every 30 min between 5.30 am to 8.30 pm, then every hour until 11.45
pm. The last shuttle is at 1am, but at this hour, it will be more convenient to take a taxi.
Departures from the city center (SMN train station) are every 30 min between 5.00 am to 8.00 pm, then
every hour up until 11.00 pm. The last shuttle is at 12:30am.
A one-way ticket costs 6 euros while a round trip ticket costs 10 euros. Tickets can be purchased
directly on board from the driver at no extra charge (but keep in mind they only sell one-way tickets on
board). The round trip tickets have to be purchased before getting on the bus, at the Busitalia SITA bus
station off SMN or at ATAF&Li-nea resellers (most newsagents sell ATAF tickets as well as many coffee
"bar" shops).
You can check the Vola in Bus timetable here.

How to get to Florence by

PISA AIRPORT

Fly into Pisa Airport

The Pisa Airport is the second airport in Tuscany and from some destinations, it might make more sense
to fly there and then get yourself over to Florence.
The new Pisa Mover shuttle connects Pisa Airport to the Pisa Centrale main train station throughout the
day, and from there you can take the train to Florence's SMN train station and be in Florence in about an
hour.
There are also bus charter companies that offer service direct from the airport to SMN train station in
Florence. Some of the buses continue on to the Florence Airport after that (in case you are interested in
getting to the Florence airport).
1. By PisaMover + Train
The airport of Pisa and Pisa Centrale train station are connected by the PisaMover, an innovative highspeed automated people mover service running every day from 6 a.m. to midnight, every 5/8 minutes.
The trip takes about 5 minutes, once in Pisa Centrale, just hop on the train to Florence (choose the one
that suits you best here). Depending on the train you get, journey time can vary: the fastest trains cover
the distance between the two cities in about 50 minutes, while the "slowest" trains take about 1 hour and
20 minutes. You'll be able to buy a combined ticket for both the PisaMover and the train at the Arrivals
hall of the airport, other than online on Trenitalia's website and via the dedicated mobile app. Of course,
the tickets can also be bought separately, it's possibile to purchase tickets for the PisaMover in one of
the four ticket machines installed at the airport.
2. By bus
Another possibility is taking a bus. Currently, there are two companies that offer this service: Airport
Bus Express by Autostradale and Sky Bus Lines Caronna.
Both companies stop in Florence's Piazzale Montelungo (a few hundred metres away from Santa
Maria Novella train station) and the journey takes around 1 hour, traffic permitting.
Here are some useful links:
Airport Bus Express by Autostradale website
Sky Bus Lines Caronna website
Just so you know, Sky Bus Lines Caronna will also take you from the airport of Pisa to the airport
of Florence via Montecatini, Pistoia and Prato.
3. By taxi
There's also the possibility of getting a taxi: from Pisa Airport to the center of Florence you will spend
approximately €170,00 (there are no standard fares in this case, drivers are obliged by law to switch the
meter on at the start of every trip). For further information contact the Taxi service by at (+ 39 050
541600) or visit the Cotapi website.
4. By renting a car
If you are planning to rent a car check out the complete list of the Car Rental companies you can find at
Pisa Airport. Usually the rent-a-car offices are open from 8:00 am to 9:30 pm in the autumn and winter
months (october-march) and from 7:00 am to 10:30 pm during spring and summer (april-september).
Source : https://www.visittuscany.com/en/ideas/how-to-reach-florence-from-pisa-airport/

How to get to Florence by
The city's main railway station is Firenze Santa Maria Novella (abbreviated as Firenze SMN).
Situated in the city center, it is conveniently close to the major tourist attractions as well as to the
main exhibition and trade centers. The station area is also the principal node for buses serving the
city and the surrounding area (see Moving around by bus).
The second most important station is Firenze Campo di Marte which is being used increasingly for
national and international train services. The Campo di Marte train station is just outside the main
road ring (boulevard) that surrounds the historical city center (the viali circonvalazione) and is next to
the city's Artemio Franchi stadium, where Florence's soccer team, Fiorentina, plays its matches.
There are many more but smaller train stations in Florence which include Firenze Rifredi, Firenze
Porta al Prato, Firenze Castello, Firenze Rovezzano, Firenze Statuto, Firenze San Marco Vecchio...
the Rifredi station is the third largest station and is near the Careggi Hospital and many trains from
the Lucca line might have a change-over there to get to Firenze SMN. In general, coming from other
Italian cities, you'll want to arrive to Firenze SMN.
The Florence SMN train station is open from 4.15 a.m. to 1.30 a.m.
For timetables and tickets, visit www.trenitalia.it/ as well as www.italotreno.it

All of the main lines of the ATAF, the city's bus transportation system, stop at Firenze SMN; only bus
lines 12 and 13 bus go to the Campo di Marte train station. There are, however, several other bus
lines that go near the Campo di Marte station, including bus lines 6, 10, 20 and 33.
The TRAM line from Santa Maria Novella takes you to Scandicci, passing through the Cascine Park
and over the Arno. The tram is a great alternative to buses traveling to the same area as it isn't
blocked by traffic at peak traffic hours.
Baggage Deposit
If you're in Florence for the day or a few hours, you can leave your luggage at Santa Maria Novella:
there is a baggage deposit service along track 16, to the far right if you're facing the tracks (with the
stores within the station at your back). Just go past the McDonald's, as shown by the map below.
Services are provided by Ki Point and hours are 6am to 11pm open everyday, cost per piece of
luggage is 6 euro for the first 5 hours and 0,90 cents for every additional hour between 6-12 hours
and 0,40 cents for every hour over the first 12 hours.
If you're not yet ready to leave Florence at the end of your stay and are not super close to the train
station and want another option for leaving your luggage secure, you can use the new luggage
storage lockers near Ponte Vecchio. The Luggage Point has a small center with automatic lockers
that are open from 8am to 10pm (except Mondays when it closes at 7pm) just off Via Guicciardini
(the street that goes from Ponte Vecchio toward Palazzo Pitti). Each locker can fit up to 4 mediumsized suitcases and costs €2,50 per hour, up to a max of €15 for a day. For more details, check out
their site here.
Source : https://www.visitflorence.com/getting-to-florence/by-train.html

How to get to Florence by
f you decide to come to Florence by car, the following information may prove useful as well as the section
on Getting to Tuscany by car.
The area of greatest tourist interest coincides with the ZTL ("zona a traffico limitato"), a restricted traffic
area controlled by a network of video cameras. If you need to get to pre-booked accommodation, inform
the hotel in advance and they will pass on the details of your vehicle (number plate, etc.) to the local city
police so that you can enter the restricted area without problems. Otherwise, you'll need to park outside of
the ZTL and take a bus, taxi or walk into the restricted traffic area to reach your destination.
MOTORWAY NETWORK
For information about the motorway network, tolls etc., visit the web site of Autostrade per l'Italia:
www.autostrade.it/.
RESTRICTED TRAFFIC ACCESS ZONE (ZTL)
Read this article to understand what the ZTL is and why we recommend to stay clear of it when you can!
PARKING GARAGES/CAR PARKS
Where to park in Florence? This is one of the most often asked questions on our Forum - we've collected
as much information as we could and try to keep this article on where to park in Florence updated.
Private Parking Garages
Would you like to park inside the ZTL area to be close to your hotel? To be closer to the main sights? Do
you want to have the added security of leaving your car in a garage with an attendant and which is guarded
24 hours a day? Then we suggest you use a private garage for their convenience as well as added
security.

Search for a private garage in Florence on Parclick: with easy map,
it lets you identify the best private parking garage for you and then
book it ahead of your arrival. In this way, you will know exactly
where to go once you arrive in the city! You can also take
advantage of savings for multiple days in this way.

Source : https://www.visitflorence.com/getting-to-florence/by-car.html

The Grand Hotel Mediterraneo is located on the bank of
the river Arno, close to the Ponte San Niccolò (bridge)
on the Lungarno il Tempio. Strategically placed to reach
the centre of Florence by foot, bicycle or car, the hotel is
an ideal starting point for exploring the city and taking
tours of Florence.
For those arriving by air we have a shuttle service to and
from the Amerigo Vespucci airport in Florence. This
service is available by request for a fee.

Grand Hotel Mediterraneo
Lungarno del Tempio, 44
I - 50121, Firenze
Tel : +39 055 660241
Mail : info@hotelmediterraneo.com
Web :
http://www.fhhotelgroup.it/en/grand-hotel-mediterraneo-firenze/4-star-hotel-florencealong-arno-river

WHERE WE ARE

The Grand Hotel Mediterraneo is located on the bank of the river Arno, close to the Ponte San Niccolò
(bridge) on the Lungarno il Tempio. Strategically placed to reach the centre of Florence by foot, bicycle or
car, the hotel is an ideal starting point for exploring the city and taking tours of Florence.
For those arriving by air we have a shuttle service to and from the Amerigo Vespucci airport in Florence.
This service is available by request for a fee.

HOW TO REACH US

By car
Leave the A1 motorway at Firenze Sud, go straight until you reach the first traffic light, turn left and continue
straight for about 2 km on Lungarno Colombo. Once on the river bank on the Lungarno il Tempio, the Grand
Hotel Mediterraneo is located on the right before the traffic light that leads into Viale Amendola. Adjacent to
the hotel is our private garage. (Address: Lungarno del Tempio, 44)
On the train
From the central station of Firenze Santa Maria Novella, take the number 14 bus (ATAF ticket €1.20 or
€1.50 if purchased by telephone) and get off at Grand Hotel Mediterraneo in Via Arnolfo (behind the hotel).
From there, continue to the end of the road on foot, then turn left into Viale Giovanni Amendola and walk to
the main junction. You will find the Grand Hotel Mediterraneo on your left.
Alternatively, you can reach us by foot, our hotel is about 25 minutes from the station SMN Florence and 15
minutes from Firenze Campo Marte station where you can take the 13 bus in via Mazzini (be careful to take
the 13, not the 13A) and get off at Pecori Giraldi.
By plane from Florence airport Amerigo Vespucci
From Amerigo Vespucci airport you can reach the Grand Hotel Mediterraneo by taking the shuttle into Train
Station Square, from where you can take a taxi (about €25.00) or bus (number 14) to Via Arnolfo (behind
the hotel). From there, continue to the end of the road on foot, then turn left into Viale Giovanni Amendola
and walk to the main junction. You will find the Grand Hotel Mediterraneo on your left.

WHAT TO KNOW

Check in: 14:00
Check Out: 12:00
Spoken languages: Italian, English, French, German, Spanish
SERVICES
• Internet : Internet Wi-Fi available for free in the whole hotel!
• Parking : indoor parking located in the same building as the hotel at hourly or daily rates
(The reservation is required in advance to secure the place)
• Restaurant
Tourist Tax
A tourist tax has to be paid by any person not resident in the city of Florence, for each overnight stay in
facilities situated within the Municipality of Florence.
To comply with the regulation a tourist tax of €4.80 per person per night will be applied at checkout up to
a maximum of seven nights (please see exemptions below). This charge, determined by law, is required
by the Public Administration and not the hotel.

GPS COORDINATES :

43°46'01.1"N 11°16'19.2"E

The oldest café in Florence, the city’s living room for over 270 years.

In the heart of Florence since 1733
Gilli is the oldest café in the city of Florence. Established by a Swiss family in Medici-era
Florence, it started as a pastry shop steps away from the Duomo. in the mid-1800s,
thanks to its success, it moved to a bigger location in Via degli Speziali, near the new
Piazza Vittorio Emanuele. In the early 1900s, Gilli took the step that would launch it into
the modern era, moving to its final and current location in Piazza della Repubblica.
Always known as an elegant stage and living room for city life, in the 1900s, Caffè Gilli
served as a meeting place for famous writers, intellectuals, and artists.
The only example of Florentine Liberty-style café, it is a mandatory stop for both locals
and tourists, all of whom appreciate its characteristic appeal and historic value.
Caffè Gilli belongs to the Association of Historic Establishments in Italy.
Caffè Gilli 1733
Via Roma, 1/R
I - 50123 – Firenze
Phone +39 055 213896
Fax : +39 055 239 6431
Email:
info@gilli.it
giliinternational@pec.it
Web : www.caffegilli.com

A restaurant immersed in the heart of the city
Established in the wake of a century of experience in pastries and coffee, the Caffè
Gilli restaurant soon caught up and became widely appreciated by local and
international customers. The menus change with the seasons, and offer traditional
Tuscan and Italian dishes, as well as re-interpretation of the classics.

